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JOURNEY PLATFORM 
ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM

At Journey, our Dreamteam has multiple
avenues to serve the church community,
including that of platform ministry. Platform
ministry is a position that comes with a high
level of influential responsibility, which in
return requires a high level of personal and
spiritual stewardship and accountability.
This requirement is recognized through the
medium of an honor code that is a signed
agreement between the Church and the
Dreamteamer. 

Because people are not perfect, some may
fall short of the honor code, or commit a
moral failure, and we are left to navigate
each person's next steps through processes
of accountability. This system is designed to
set a standard for our staff and leadership
to align to when practicing an accountability
process. We'll accomplish this by
establishing the four lanes of reactive
accountability, establishing the roles
involved in the process, and filtering each
case through a set of foundational values. 

The primary goal of each case is to foster a
process of healing and wholeness, while the
secondary priority is to reestablish the
dreamteamer's status as a platform
minister.  

At a Glance
This restoration process is  
a set of values that guide
us through every
accountability case.  



PLATFORM AND
HONOR CODE
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JOURNEY PLATFORM 
ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM

Leadership at any layer
Worship
Teaching (Kids, Youth, JLM, etc)
Small Group Leadership
Communicators (Preaching and
Highlights)
Video Hosts (JNews, Online, Social)
Prayer Team/Pastoral Care Team
JLA

What separates platform ministry from
entry-level ministry is simply the level of
responsibility that is required to steward
influential gifts. These specific gifts are
poured out to a multitude of people from an
individual who publicly represents the
mission, vision, and core values of Journey
Church.

Who is Platform Ministry?

Platform
Ministry
Platform Ministry is any
position of high influence
at Journey that requires a
higher level of personal
stewardship.
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Platform Honor Code
Because platform ministry is a highly
influential piece of the spiritual formation of
our church, we are held to a higher
standard of consistent wholeness and
spiritual health.

Since we are given the responsibility to lead
others (through worship, prayer, teaching,
etc.) we have the same weight and the
responsibility to lead ourselves well. 

Every position of platform at journey is
handled with reverence toward the weight
of our spiritual health. This honor code is
the foundation of any signed agreement
that is created for a platform team.

Honor Code
Our honor code is a core
guide on how to steward
the much that is required
from the much that is
given. It is an agreement
that we want FOR you, not
FROM you.

JOURNEY PLATFORM 
ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM

ACCESS FULL HONOR CODE AT 
 

JOURNEYORL.COM/HONORCODE
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http://journeyorl.com/honorcode


ACCOUNTABILITY
AND ROLES 
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Walk through the leaderbook with all
new Platform leaders. Take time with
this. Ask questions. Dig deep into the
questions they have so everyone has
clarity. 

Walk them through the honor code.
Same as the leader book, take time
with questions and ask for clarity.

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE?

REACTIVE ACCOUNTABILITY 
is when we step in to hold someone
accountable AFTER something has
happened. 

PROACTIVE ACCOUNTABILITY 
is when we have systems in place to help
people succeed BEFORE something has
happened.  Our goal is to help people
step into their calling and purpose. As
leaders, we are called to steward the
people he has entrusted to our
leadership. 
 
TIPS FOR BEING A PROACTIVE LEADER
(Required)

Pray for them!

Evaluate if they may need to go
through the Process of Rest (see
below).

Share the Developing a Personal
Role of Life resource found at
www.journeyorl.com/honorcode

Ask your leaders about their
devotional life. Are they spending
time in prayer and in the word?

 Don't promote someone who has
just became a Christian into
leadership. 1 Timothy 3:6 says, "A
church leader must not be a new
believer, because he might become
proud, and the devil would cause
him to fall." They may have amazing
leadership skills, but let's protect
their relationship with Jesus and let
them focus on that first

Encourage all leaders to have a
friend for accountability. Iron
sharpens iron, and having an
accountability friend is the perfect
way to see this in action. 

Encourage all leaders to share with
you (or their direct report) where
they are at and what they are going
through. This isn't to police them,
it's to support them. We want to see
people succeed! 

(More best practices)
JOURNEY PLATFORM 
ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM

PROACTIVE 
AND REACTIVE
ACCOUNTABILITY
Our best accountability
process is one that
prevents moral failures
from happening
altogether.
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MENTOR/LEADER
Person that is leading the process and
takes ownership over the process. Their
primary goal is to initiate, establish
expectations, and follow up (with the
friend and Pastor,  as well as the person
they are walking through this process
with). Mentors/Leaders will lean into
the other roles for support.

FRIEND
The friend is the primary point of
accountability. They lean into their
strengths of relationship to ensure that
the process is transparent, and ask the
hard questions.

ACCOUNTABILITY
ROLES
These roles are all
required in the process as
a form of checks and
balances to protect from
bias and maximize
relationship centered
accountability.

JOURNEY PLATFORM 
ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM

 The friend may need to protect themselves
from bias, therefore they lean into the
other roles to make sure that the process is
moving at an appropriate pace. The
leader/mentor works together with the
person walking through this process to
choose who the friend will be. The
leader/mentor will make the final decision
on who that person is to ensure proper
accountability. 

PASTOR
The pastor is the spiritual guidance and
discernment of the process. They make
final decisions on how long the process
should initially be (based on context and
honesty), what resources are appropriate,
and what spiritual habits must be
strengthened. They act as supervisors in
the process. Because their proximity in
relationship is not always as close as the
other two roles, they lean into the other's
relational capacity to carry out the plan
that is designed. Each decision on timeline
is designed to be unique, because no two
people and no two circumstances are the
same. Also note that as timelines are set,
they are not set in stone. Each persons
process is going to look different than the
next. 
 
In some cases our leadership may not have
the skillset necessary to walk someone into
their true process of healing. If this is the
case a trained mental health professional
may be suggested before we move any
further in the process. 

Choose the Leader/Mentor 
Choose the Friend
Choose the Pastor 
Coordinate meeting to construct
action plan
Add meeting dates to calendars
before the meeting is dismissed.

CHECKLIST:
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THE THREE
PROCESSES
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JOURNEY PLATFORM 
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The process of rest is also Proactive
Accountability. The process of rest is
designed for any individual that may be
close to, approaching, or has already
reached a season where serving on the
platform is affecting their spiritual,
emotional, mental, social, or physical
health. This is often referred to as burnout.
Burnout is a real thing that often occurs in
high capacity roles. The truth is that if
you've been in ministry long enough, most,
if not all of us have experienced this in some
way. 

Another reason for rest is if an individual is
undergoing a big life change (childbirth, loss
of a loved one, divorce, personal crisis ect.).
It is our job as leaders to walk with them in
whatever difficult season they are facing,
and sometimes that means helping manage
time and capacity. 

Taking time to take care of ourselves is of
the utmost importance. You can't pour
from an empty cup. Rest helps us fill our
cups back up. 

Process of Rest
Rest is 100% biblical. If we
don't decide when we
want to rest our bodies,
our bodies will decide for
us when we don't want to.

Pray 
Ask yourself Tough Decision
Questions
Consult direct report
Have initial conversation with the
person who needs to walk through
this process 
Accountabilty Roles checklist 

CHECKLIST:
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What happens when a person makes a
compromising life choice or a moral
failure?

When compromising choices are made,
It's almost always the result of a deeper
issue. Don't just focus on the sin being
cut out. Identify the burdens, as the root
that needs to be pulled. 

We are called to CARE for people and
help lead them into a deeper
relationship with Jesus. [grief,
addiction, trauma, big life changes,
relationships, unhealthy habits, time
management, poor stewardship ect.] 

Paul writes about casting your sins AND
your burdens. (Hebrews 12)  Start with
the burdens, because Jesus already
gave us a clear way out from our sins.

Process of
Restoration
The primary objective is to
restore and protect the
heart from burdens that
lead to sin. The secondary
objective is to restore the
platform position.

Example of good restoration process:
-Triggers are identified, burdens are
identified and processed. 
-Friends are source of support. 
-Leaders are asking the right questions
and following up periodically. 
-Pastors are discerning the pace and
progress.

Example of bad process:
-Agreement to simply "not sin" for a
short period of time. 
-Checklist of tasks are given as a quick
remedy to return to platform.

Facilitating a restoration plan is like
preparing a student for a math test. We
can intentionally put in the work to
teach people how to solve problems by
finding the missing variables, or we can
carelessly teach people how to
memorize the answers. 

The goal isn't behavior modification.
The goal is heart transformation. 

Pray 
Consult direct report
Have initial conversation with the
person who needs to walk through
this process 
Explain how often leaders will be
communicating to the individual for
clarity. 
Accountabilty Roles checklist 

CHECKLIST:
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JOURNEY PLATFORM 
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A process of reconciliation is an intentional
process that restores honor and alignment
between two parties that may be in
disagreement or conflict. 

"What we say in private we must be willing
to say with a heart burning with love and
honor before the face of our leaders. If not,
we will poison our spirits and it will
manifest in the presence of our leaders." 
- John Bevere

The Journey Leader Book states the
following on the topic of honor:

"We honor the leaders above us because of
the authority God has given them. We
honor the leaders who work alongside us
because of the responsibility God has given
them. And we honor the people we lead
because God has given them to us. Leaders
honor in the thoughts we have about others,
the words we speak to & about others, and
the deeds we do for others."

Process of
Reconciliation
"True honor is an outflow
from a heart that fears
God." -John Bevere

THE PROCESS
A platform minister may be asked to
temporarily step down from their role in
order to establish reconciliation with any
relationships that are listed above. 

A platform leader may also be asked to step
down if they are in an expressed
misalignment with the vision and mission of
the church. This doesn't mean you will be
stepped down if you disagree. We know that
will naturally happen, our heart is to focus
on the beliefs and vision of the house. We
will always have conversations for clarity
before this process is fully put into effect.
We do this because when a body operates
under more than one vision, it is division. 

WHO IS INVOLVED
Reconciliation can be facilitated by only a
leader/mentor, or a combination of a pastor
and leader depending on the severity of the
conflict. 

TIMELINE
Any accountability role listed above can
facilitate the timeline of this process to end
as soon as reconciliation occurs through
healthy dialogue, understanding, alignment,
and closure.

Pray 
Ask yourself Tough Decision
Questions
Consult direct report
Have initial conversation with the
person who needs to walk through
this process  
Accountabilty Roles checklist 

CHECKLIST:
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OUTCOMES:
REBUILD OR RESIGN
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The primary goal to restore and protect the
heart is so important that, if necessary, can
be the only priority available to move
forward with someone. We must never
forget that our most important role is to
lead them to wholeness, before we lead
them back on the platform. Our strongest
desire of the previous processes are to
prevent resigning to ever happen, but the
reality is that the outcome is solely
dependent on the willingness of the
individual in the process. This process is
determined in the case that the individual is
resistant to the restoration process, or has
repeatedly failed to provide a foundation of
complete honesty in order to move forward.
As we dig deeper into the roots of the
burdens with the person that we pastor, we
may find that the very burden that is
preventing them to move forward is the
love/validation of the platform/position
itself. This means that all accountability
roles must accept that, at least for the
foreseeable future, there must be a healing
process that does not include a path back
into platform ministry. These decisions are
never easy and are prayerfully considered
and discerned at a pastoral level.

Outcomes: Rebuild
or Resign
The primary objective is to
restore and protect the
heart. The secondary
objective is to restore the
position. 

JOURNEY PLATFORM 
ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM

This decision is not a "never" type of
decision. At the same time, this is not a
"test" of character. It simply is a decision
that places all of our hope and desire back
into the hands of God. It is extremely
important that when explaining next steps,
we don't ever use definite terminology. At
the same time, we don't communicate false
hope that being asked to resign is just a
"test" of character. Because we believe in
the power of the Holy Spirit, we know that
the best case in resigning is that, in God's
timing, He will reveal to the individual the
true burdens that need to be laid down in
order to truly heal. He can also reveal a
confirmation that their position in platform
ministry is not for them to pursue for the
foreseeable future. 

WHO IS INVOLVED
Redirection can only be introduced and
facilitated by a pastor and Leader/Mentor in
alignment toward this decision. A counselor
may also be involved in the process if given
written consent by the individual to add
insight to the decision.

TIMELINE
The process of resigning is established for
the foreseeable future. The individual in the
redirection process is gracefully
transitioned to a non-platform team on the
dreamteam. They are then provided care
and accountability by our dream team
leadership, small group leadership, and
small group pastoral care team if needed. It
is the responsibility of the previous
leader/mentor, and the individual to
communicate their process to their new
team lead to avoid any misunderstandings.
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